Hamamatsu Photonics has developed a new spatial light modulator (SLM) with the world’s largest-class effective area and vastly improved heat resistance. Designed for high-power continuous wave laser systems, this new SLM will prove a promising tool for metal 3D printer applications.
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By harnessing our unique advanced opto-semiconductor manufacturing technology, we succeeded in developing a new liquid-crystal spatial light modulator (SLM) *1 with the world’s largest-class effective area, that is about four times larger than our previously developed SLM and so has enhanced heat resistance. Applying this new SLM to high-power industrial CW (continuous wave) laser systems will improve the efficiency and accuracy of laser thermal processing by controlling laser irradiation patterns. For example, laser beam applications including metal 3D printers use lasers to sinter metal powder for fabricating solid parts such as shipping and logistic equipment parts.

A portion of this R&D was a commissioned project entitled “Photonics and Quantum Technology for Society 5.0”. Known as a second term project of the Cross-ministerial Strategic Innovation Creation Program (SIP), it is sponsored by the Japanese Cabinet Office Council for Science, Technology and Innovation, and managed by the National Institutes for Quantum and Radiological Science and Technology (QST).

*1: A spatial light modulator or SLM is an optical device that utilizes a liquid crystal to control the wavefront of incident light from lasers for example and adjust the wavefront shape of the reflected light. Using a SLM allows to freely control the laser beam pattern to branch the incident light and correct its distortion for example.
Product overview

Lasers are broadly classified as pulsed lasers that repeatedly emit light pulses at short time intervals and as CW lasers that emit a continuous light beam. While pulsed lasers are capable of high-precision laser processing and machining with minimal heat damage, CW lasers are the mainstream of laser machining since these can be used to heat and treat metallic materials by laser welding and cutting, etc.

Using our unique thin-film and integrated circuit design technology, we have succeeded in creating a SLM with the world’s highest resistance to light for industrial pulsed laser systems. This SLM can spread a high-power pulsed laser’s output into multiple beams for the multi-point processing of hard-to-machine materials such as carbon-fiber-reinforced polymers (CFRP). This feature ensures higher speed and higher accuracy compared to focusing the laser beam onto a single point. This SLM can also be used with CW laser systems but has a problem that its performance tends to degrade due to a temperature rise in the SLM.

SLM structure and how it controls the beam patterns

The SLM has a liquid crystal layer sandwiched between a silicon substrate with pixel electrodes and a glass substrate with a transparent electrode. The path length of the incident light is controlled by the inclination or tilt of each liquid crystal via the pixel electrodes, and the reflected light. Modulation in order to freely control the laser irradiation pattern is done in this way and can be used for example to split the incident light or correct its distortion.

By applying stitching techniques, *2 instigated when we were developing and manufacturing large-area opto-semiconductors, we built the new SLM with an effective area of 30.24 mm × 30.7 mm, about 4 times larger than our previous one. This is one of the world’s largest currently available liquid-crystal SLM and it effectively reduces the incident energy per unit area on the SLM. This new SLM also employs a large ceramic substrate with excellent heat resistance and thermal conductivity to improve heat dissipation efficiency. It successfully suppresses the temperature rise occurring during irradiation with a CW laser, making this SLM ideal for high-power industrial CW laser systems. Usually, large area silicon substrates are prone to warping and deterioration in flatness during the manufacturing process which distorts the irradiation beam patterns and shapes. However, using our unique opto-semiconductor manufacturing technology, we also developed a technique that maintains the substrate flatness while increasing the SLM effective area. This provides a beam shape controllable to a high degree of accuracy.

Using this new SLM in an industrial CW laser system for multi-point simultaneous processing will improve laser thermal processing efficiency in laser welding and laser cutting tasks as well as metal 3D printing. Moreover, accurately controlling and optimizing the beam shape according to the material and shape of the object will provide even higher precision in laser thermal processing.
We are working to optimize the dielectric multilayer film mirror that makes up this newly developed SLM to further improve its resistance to light. We will also push ahead with demonstration tests using laser processing machines equipped with our SLM.

### Main specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Previously developed SLM</th>
<th>Newly developed SLM</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>1050 (±50)</td>
<td>1050 (±50)</td>
<td>nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pixels</td>
<td>1272 × 1024</td>
<td>1008 × 1024</td>
<td>pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective area size (W×H)</td>
<td>15.9 × 12.8</td>
<td>30.24 × 30.7</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel pitch</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture ratio</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*2: Stitching technique is a method for repeatedly exposing semiconductor circuits to a silicon substrate. This allows fabricating large circuit patterns that cannot be entirely exposed all at once.

### Development background

SIP’s second term projects intend to demonstrate innovative manufacturing and fabrication through a cyber-physical system (CPS) that merges cyberspace (virtual space) and physical space (real space) to a high degree. Among these projects, the “Photonics and Quantum Technology for Society 5.0” project has R&D themes in three areas including laser processing and aims to demonstrate innovative manufacturing and fabrication with a CPS-type laser processing system.

If CPS-type laser processing systems are developed, these could optimize design and manufacturing processes by accumulating the processing data obtained by irradiating an object with a laser under many different conditions and then selecting the optimal processing conditions using artificial intelligence (AI). To this end, we have been working to improve the performance of SLMs, which are essential devices for CPS-type laser processing systems.

### Applying newly developed SLM to CPS-type laser processing systems